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� Lateral and feedback inputs in V1 contribute to encoding spatiotemporal regularity. � TMS on V1 suppressed the facilitation effect o

spatiotemporal regularity. � TMS at different time windows may selectively suppress lateral and feedback inputs. � With randomized predicto

orientation TMS disruption was greater on feedback inputs. � 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO.
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2 ROLE OF LATERAL AND FEEDBACK CONNECTIONS IN PRIMARY
3 VISUAL CORTEX IN THE PROCESSING OF SPATIOTEMPORAL
4 REGULARITY � A TMS STUDY

5 H. ROEBUCK, � P. BOURKE AND K. GUO *

6 School of Psychology, University of Lincoln, Lincoln LN6 7TS, UK

7 Abstract—Our human visual system exploits spatiotemporal

regularity to interpret incoming visual signals. With a

dynamic stimulus sequence of four collinear bars (predic-

tors) appearing consecutively toward the fovea, followed by

a target bar with varying contrasts, we have previously found

that this predictable spatiotemporal stimulus structure

enhances target detection performance and its underlying

neural process starts in the primary visual cortex (area V1).

However, the relative contribution of V1 lateral and feedback

connections in the processing of spatiotemporal regularity

remains unclear. In this study we measured human contrast

detection of a briefly presented foveal target that was embed-

ded in a dynamic collinear predictor-target sequence. Trans-

cranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was used to selectively

disrupt V1 horizontal and feedback connections in the pro-

cessing of predictors. The coil was positioned over a cortical

location corresponding to the location of the last predictor

prior to target onset. Single-pulse TMS at an intensity of

10% below phosphene threshold was delivered at 20 or

90 ms after the predictor onset. Our analysis revealed that

the delivery of TMS at both time windows equally reduced,

but did not abolish, the facilitation effect of the predictors

8

9

10

11

12regularity is spatiotemporal, whereby objects and

13scenes around us often occur and move in statistically

14predictable ways to create a stream of visual inputs

15which are spatially and temporally coherent (Guo et al.,

162004; Hall et al., 2010); such as the trajectory of a car

17moving on the motorway or an apple falling from a tree.

18Given our rich experience of these common geometric

19regularities acquired through evolution and

20development, our visual system should incorporate and

21properly exploit them to facilitate visual perception and

22associated neural computation. For instance, our visual

23system could expect that a particular feature will be

24presented at a particular location and time because of

25the spatial and temporal structure of the current scene,

26and prior knowledge of the spatiotemporal regularities in

27the visual world.

28This hypothesis has been tested by a number of recent

29empirical studies using simplified dynamic visual stimuli to

30mimic natural spatiotemporal regularity (for reviews, see

31Nobre et al., 2007; Schwartz et al., 2007). When

32presenting a dynamic stimulus sequence comprising four

33collinear short bars (predictors) appearing consecutively

34toward the fovea followed by a target bar at fixation (see

35Fig. 1 for an example), we found that participants’
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on target detection. Furthermore, if the predictors’ ordination

was randomized to suppress V1 lateral connections, the TMS

disruptionwas significantlymore evident at 20 ms than at 90-

ms time window. We suggest that both lateral and feedback

connections contribute to the encoding of spatiotemporal

regularity in V1. These findings develop understanding of

how our visual system exploits spatiotemporal regularity to

facilitate the efficiencyof visual perception.� 2014Published

by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO.

Key words: primary visual cortex, spatiotemporal regularity,

transcranial magnetic stimulation, lateral connection,

feedback connection.

INTRODUCTION

Despite its apparent complexity, natural visual signals are

constrained by various statistical regularities. One such

0306-4522/13 $36.00 � 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2014.01.027
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Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; CRF, classical receptive
field; FP, fixation point; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation.
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orientation judgments of the target bar were biased

toward the orientation of the predictors. Such bias was

much stronger for the predictors were in a highly ordered

and predictable sequence than in a randomized order

(Guo et al., 2004). Participants also needed less contrast

and showed quicker reaction times to detect the foveal

target embedded in this predictable spatiotemporal

stimulus structure, than in a randomized predictor-target

sequence or when presented in isolation without any

predictors (Hall et al., 2010). Clearly, the spatiotemporal

regularity of the external world is used to interpret our

perception of current local visual inputs.

How does our brain compute this spatiotemporal

regularity? Using a similar dynamic stimulus structure,

recordings of event-related potentials have observed

shorter peak latencies of early components (N1/P1) for

the target embedded in the predictable predictor-target

sequence than in the randomized sequence or

presented alone (Pollux and Guo, 2009; Pollux et al.,

2011; Hall et al., 2013), suggesting that the

spatiotemporal regularity is computed at the early stage

of visual perception. Single-cell recordings further

confirmed that neurons in primary visual cortex (area

V1), the earliest cortical stage in visual processing, is

capable of encoding such natural regularity (Guo et al.,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2014.01.027
mailto:kguo@lincoln.ac.uk
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2014.01.027
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroscience.2014.01.027
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2007). The responses of most V1 neurons were

significantly modulated by the dynamic predictors

presented prior to, and distant from, the target

stimulation in their classical receptive fields (CRFs). The

last predictor in the predictable stimulus sequence

presented just outside of the CRF could elicit early

neuronal responses for around half of the recorded

neurons. Information Theoretic analysis further revealed

that these early responses conveyed more mutual

information about the predictors’ orientation which is

available for the neurons to compute the orientation of

the oncoming target (Guo et al., 2007). Taken together,

it seems that the neural computation of spatiotemporal

regularity could start as early as area V1, in which the

output of a neuron critically depends on the interaction

between current CRF visual input (i.e. the target) and

prior information about stimulus statistical regularities

(i.e. extra-CRF information about the predictors)

processed by other neurons earlier.

As visual neurons are typically embedded in an

extensive neural network with feed-forward, lateral and

feedback connections (e.g. Albright and Stoner, 2002),

the source of this prior information may be the lateral

connections within V1 or feedback connections from

higher areas. For instance, those V1 neurons with

similar orientation preferences, but whose CRFs are

Fig. 1. Demonstration of target alone and
arrayed along the predictor trajectory, could

Please cite this article in press as: Roebuck H et al. Role of lateral and feedback

regularity � A TMS study. Neuroscience (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neu
communicate with each other through lateral

connections about the order of different predictors’

appearances. Hence, the spatiotemporal regularity

signals over a range of spatial positions could be pooled

effectively to inform the recorded V1 neuron about the

target onset. Alternatively, neurons in higher cortical

areas (e.g. motion-sensitive area V5 and V6, or even

frontal and parietal cortex) with larger CRFs could

respond to the early predictors and encode the

trajectory of the dynamic predictor sequence. Such

encoded information could be used by these neurons to

make a prediction about the location and timing of the

target onset. This predictive cue could then be back-

projected to the recorded V1 neuron before the target

onset as early neuronal responses such as those

observed in Guo et al. (2007). From our current data it

is impossible to infer which of the two connections is

more influential. In other words, it is unclear how much

of the facilitation gained from a spatiotemporal regular

structure relies on information from lateral connections

in V1 itself or on feedback information from higher brain

areas (given the relatively simple stimulus structure and

motion trajectory, V5 could be more heavily involved in

the processing of this dynamic predictor-target

sequence in comparison with other higher brain areas).

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a relatively

table sequence used in this experiment.
114reliable investigative tool which can be used to study

connections in primary visual cortex in the processing of spatiotemporal

roscience.2014.01.027
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functional connectivity for V1 neurons (Walsh and Cowey,

2000). Single-pulse TMS delivered at different time

windows after the stimulus onset can transiently disrupt

feedforward or feedback processing in V1. Typically, a

TMS pulse over the occipital cortex around 100-ms

(often between 80 and 120 ms) post-stimulus onset will

maximally suppress participants’ conscious detection

performance of a small grating or single letter presented

within the visual hemifield contralateral to the stimulated

cortical hemisphere, at a location corresponding to V1

retinotopic organization (e.g. Amassian et al., 1989;

Corthout et al., 1999; Sack et al., 2009; de Graaf et al.,

2011). This time window is interpreted as consistent

with the activity of feedforward processing in V1

neurons (see also Kammer, 2007; de Graaf et al., 2012).

In addition, a number of studies have examined the

feedback processing to V1 neurons. Beckers and

colleagues (Beckers and Homberg, 1992; Beckers and

Zeki, 1995) have demonstrated that TMS over V5 can

impair motion direction discrimination much earlier than

can TMS over V1. TMS over V1 disrupted performance

around 70-ms post-stimulus (ranging from 60 to 80 ms),

and with TMS over V5 around 10 ms (ranging from �20
to 20 ms). Given the existence of fast back-projection

from V5 to V1 (e.g. could be as quick as 1 or 2 ms;

Movshon and Newsome, 1996), it is therefore plausible
that feedback from V5 could reach V1 up to 20-ms post-

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209Visual stimuli and TMS set-up. With the method of

210constant stimuli, visual stimuli were presented through a

211ViSaGe Graphics system (Cambridge Research

212Systems) and displayed on a non-interlaced gamma-

213corrected monitor (100 Hz frame rate, 40 cd/m2

214background luminance, 1024 � 768 pixel resolution,

215Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2070SB). At a viewing distance

216of 70 cm the monitor subtended a visual angle of

21733 � 24�.
218The visual stimuli included a predictable predictor-

219target sequence and a target alone sequence (Fig. 1).

220The predictable sequence comprised five collinear short

221bars (1� length, 0.1� width) appearing successively

222toward the fovea. The first four ‘predictor’ bars with 15%

223contrast were presented in the right peripheral visual

224field. The fifth ‘target’ bar was presented 1� below a

225small red fixation point (FP, 0.2� diameter, 10 cd/m2) in

226varying contrasts (0%, 0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, 1.75%, 2%,

22715%). Each bar was presented for 200 ms. There was

228no spatial and temporal gap (or spacing) between

229adjacent bars. The bars were flashed in turn, in a

230position immediately adjacent (end-to-end) and in a time

231immediately preceding the next bar at successive

Q5
stimulus onset, and might contribute to the activation of

V1 neurons. Two recent TMS studies further suggested

that disrupting V1 neural activities at the arrival time of

feedback information can interfere with the perception of

attributes encoded by higher cortical areas. Specifically,

TMS over V1 around 20 ms (between 5 and 45 ms) after

TMS over V5 or after V5’s critical period in processing of

motion information significantly disrupted (sometimes

abolished) the perception of moving phosphenes

(flashes of light) or moving random-dot pattern (Pascual-

Leone and Walsh, 2001; Silvanto et al., 2005),

suggesting this time window could be crucial for V1

neurons processing feedback information from V5.

In two separate experiments, by measuring human

contrast detection performance of a briefly presented

foveal target bar embedded in the dynamic predictor-

target sequences (Fig. 1), we aimed to investigate the

relative contribution of lateral and feedback connections

in providing spatiotemporally regular information to

facilitate detection of the target. Single-pulse TMS was

delivered at two different time windows (20 and 90 ms)

over the part of the occipital cortex which receives the

visual input of the last predictor prior to target

presentation. Considering that neurons in higher visual

areas (e.g. V5 and V6) could code the trajectory of the

dynamic predictor-target sequence based on their

responses to the initial 2 or 3 predictors (i.e. 1st, 2nd,

and 3rd predictor in Fig. 1), they might be able to

generate a prediction about the location and timing of

the last predictor (i.e. 4th predictor in Fig. 1) onset and

then start to feedback this information to V1 shortly

before or around the onset of the last predictor.

Consequently, V1 neurons could possess this back-

projected information up to 20-ms post last predictor
Please cite this article in press as: Roebuck H et al. Role of lateral and feedback

regularity � A TMS study. Neuroscience (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neu
onset, given the existence of fast back-projection from

V5 to V1 (Movshon and Newsome, 1996). Based on the

early TMS studies on functional connectivity between

V5 and V1 (Pascual-Leone and Walsh, 2001; Silvanto

et al., 2005) and typical neural response latency in V1

(ranging from 30 to 80 ms and elicited by feedforward

inputs; Maunsell and Gibson, 1992; Nowak et al., 1995;

Schmolesky et al., 1998), it is anticipated that the early

20 ms TMS might disrupt the feedback information

(possibly from V5) about the trajectory of this dynamic

stimulus sequence while having minimum impact on the

feedforward and lateral connections (Amassian et al.,

1989; Corthout et al., 1999; Sack et al., 2009; de Graaf

et al., 2011). The 90-ms TMS, on the other hand, might

disrupt the feedforward information (Pascual-Leone and

Walsh, 2001; Silvanto et al., 2005) about the last

predictor and subsequently affect the lateral connections

for processing the predictor-target sequence, but might

have limited impact on the feedback connections in V1

(as the back-projected prediction about the location and

timing of the last predictor onset has already reached

V1 neurons before this time window).

EXPERIMENT 1

Experimental procedures

Participants. Eight adult participants (4 females, mean

age ± SD= 30± 11 years) took part in the study. All

participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual

acuity and reported no history of neuropsychiatric illness

or epilepsy. Informed consent was obtained from each

participant, and all procedures complied with British

Psychological Society ‘‘Code of Ethics and Conduct’’,

and with the World Medical Association Helsinki

Declaration as revised in October 2008.
connections in primary visual cortex in the processing of spatiotemporal
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292in the response box using their dominant hand as quickly

293as possible, when they were reasonably confident that

294the target had been presented below the FP within this

295stimulus sequence (target present/absent detection). No

296feedback was given to the participant. The trial interval

297was set to 1500 ms. A minimum of 20 trials were
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positions. In the target alone sequence, no predictors

were presented; only the target in varying contrast was

presented at the same time window as in the

predictable sequence.

TMS was delivered by using a 70-mm figure-of-eight

coil (Medtronic MC-B70 coil) through a Medtronic
MagPro X100. The coil location and TMS intensity was

determined for each individual participant prior to the

298presented for each target contrast in each stimulus

299sequence (target alone or predictable) for both TMS time

300windows (20 or 90 ms). Participants were encouraged to

301have frequent short breaks between testing blocks.

302Before the formal test, the participants were given a

303training session (normally 20 trials) to familiarize with the

304task.

305The participants’ detection performance (percentage

306of target detection judgment) was measured as a

307function of target contrast. Catch trials (0% and 15%

308target contrast) were used to correct for guessing target

309detection. Across the participants and stimulus

310sequences the mean hit rate for the presence of 15%

311target contrast was 99%± 3, and the mean false alarm

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

Q6
testing session. Initially, the TMS intensity was set at

50% of the maximum output, and the coil was placed

�2 cm above and 1 cm left of the inion, with the main

axis of the coil oriented parallel to the sagittal plane.

After fixating on the central FP, a TMS pulse was

administrated manually, and the participant reported

whether they experienced a phosphene within a faint

thin-line oval which corresponded to the location of the

last predictor prior to target onset. The location of the

coil and TMS intensity was adjusted according to the

reported percept until a reliable phosphene was

perceived. The TMS intensity was then reduced to the

phosphene detection threshold, defined as the intensity

at which the phosphene was reported no more than two

out five TMS pulses. Finally, the TMS intensity for the

main experiment was set at 10% below the detection

threshold at which a phosphene was no longer reported

by the participants.

Procedure. To control for artefacts associated with

TMS (e.g. auditory click sound, mechanical tapping, and

muscle contraction) which may disrupt participants’

attention and affect their target detection performance,

participants took part in two separate testing sessions:

A TMS condition in which the TMS pulses were

administered on the left occipital cortex at a location

corresponding to the last predictor prior to the target

onset, and a control (sham) condition in which the same

intensity of TMS pulses were administrated on the right

occipital cortex (task unrelated area) which mirrored the

stimulation location on the left occipital cortex. Except

for the coil location, all experimental parameters (e.g.

coil orientation, TMS time windows and intensity) and

procedures were the same in both the TMS and control
conditions. The order of the testing sessions was

counter-balanced across the participants.

During the experiments, participants sat in a quiet,

darkened room and viewed the display binocularly with

support of a chin rest. No earplugs were used. The trial

was started by a 350 Hz warning tone lasting 150 ms

followed by a delay of 1000 ms. A stimulus sequence

drawn randomly from either predictable or target alone

sequences with varying target contrast was then

presented. For instance, in the predictable predictor–

target sequence, the four predictors and the target (with

varying contrast) were presented on the screen in a

highly predictable spatial and temporal order

(predictor1? predictor2? predictor3? predictor4?
target). Single-pulse TMS was administered at either

20 ms or 90 ms after the onset of the predictor4. No TMS

was administered in the target alone sequence. The

participants were instructed to maintain fixation of the FP

throughout the trial, and to indicate, by pressing a button

Please cite this article in press as: Roebuck H et al. Role of lateral and feedback

regularity � A TMS study. Neuroscience (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neu
rate for the presence of 0% target contrast was 4%± 5.

The detection rate for target presence with a tested

contrast was then calculated as (observed hit

rate � false alarm rate)/(1 � false alarm rate)�100
(Norton et al., 2002).

Previous studies have observed an enhanced target

detection performance for the low-contrast targets

embedded in the predictable sequence than in the

target alone sequence (Hall et al., 2010; see Fig. 2 for

an example). To examine how this performance

enhancement is affected by TMS time windows (20 and

90 ms) and cortical locations (TMS and control

condition), for a given target contrast we calculated the

differences in normalized target detection rate between

predictable and target alone sequences (the gap

between two curves in Fig. 2). This represents the

enhancement in detection relative to targets presented
Fig. 2. Detection rate to target with varying contrasts and embedded

in predictable and target alone sequences without TMS.
connections in primary visual cortex in the processing of spatiotemporal
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329 alone (not embedded in a predictable sequence). This

330 percentage of detection enhancement was then

331 compared across different target contrasts and different

332 TMS conditions (TMS 20 ms vs TMS 90 ms vs Control

333 condition; the data collected in the control (sham)

334 condition are labeled as ‘Control’ in Figs. 3, 4 and 6).

335 Results. The delivery of TMS significantly reduced but

336 did not abolish the facilitation effect of the dynamic

337 predictors on the target detection. 5 (target

338 contrasts) � 3 (TMS conditions: 20 ms TMS, 90 ms TMS

339 and control condition) repeated measures analysis of

340 variance (ANOVA) with detection enhancement as the

341 dependent variable revealed a significant main effect of

342 TMS condition (F(2,14) = 14.97, p< 0.001; Fig. 3).

343 Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction identified that

344 the enhancement rate was higher in the control

345 condition (TMS on the right occipital cortex,

346 26.2%± 20.4) than TMS at 20 ms (10.07%± 13.3,

347 p= 0.01) or 90 ms (13.1%± 13.4, p= 0.03) after the

348 onset of the final predictor. No significant difference was

349 found between TMS delivered at 20 and 90 ms

350 (p= 0.08). However, as this difference between TMS at

351 20 and 90 ms approached significance, the data were

352 examined further (Fig. 4).

353 Although the group analysis showed that the target

354 detection enhancement was the most evident for 1%

355 target contrast in the control condition (Fig. 3), the

356 optimal target contrast which induced the maximum

357 detection enhancement varied between 0.5% and 1.5%

358 for individual participants. As TMS normally caused more

359 disruption to detect the target presented with the optimal

360

361

362

363

364

365

366

367

368

369conditions. No difference was found between 20 and

37090 ms TMS conditions (p= 1.00).

371Taken together, the single TMS pulse administrated at

37220 and 90 ms after the onset of the last predictor induced

373the same level of disruption to detect the low-contrast

374target in the predictable collinear predictor-target

375sequence. As TMS at 20 or 90 ms is thought to

376suppress the feedback or lateral inputs, respectively

377(Amassian et al., 1989; Corthout et al., 1999; Pascual-

378Leone and Walsh, 2001; Silvanto et al., 2005; Sack

379et al., 2009; de Graaf et al., 2011), perhaps both are

380disrupted. If so there is a disruption of both the priming

381at the target location in V1 from overall stimulus

382

383

384

385

Fig. 4. Enhancement of detection rate to target embedded in

predictable sequences compared to target alone sequences with

and without TMS at maximum enhancement threshold. Error bar

represents standard error of mean.
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contrast, we further compared this maximum level of

enhancement suppression at individual participants’

optimal target contrast between different TMS conditions
(Fig. 4). A one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post
386

387

388

389(Fig. 5). Compared to the sequence used in Experiment

3901, this random orientation sequence should disrupt

391lateral connections in V1. Given the feedback inputs

392(e.g. from V5 and V6) are less sensitive to orientation of

393the moving parts and could still provide useful

394information about the trajectory of this dynamic

395sequence, we predicted that TMS at 20 ms would cause

396more suppression effect than TMS at 90 ms.
hoc tests showed that the main effect of TMS conditions

remained (F(2,14) = 13.69, p< 0.01), and the

enhancement rate was higher in TMS control condition

(46.0%± 17.9) than in 20 ms TMS (18.1%± 16.1,

p= 0.02) or 90 ms TMS (19.6%± 14.0, p= 0.02)
397EXPERIMENT 2

398Experimental procedures

399Participants. Eight adult participants (4 females, mean

400age ± SD= 33± 6 years) took part in the study. Five of

401them also participated in Experiment 1. All participants

402had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and

403reported no history of neuropsychiatric illness or

404epilepsy. Informed consent was obtained from each

405participant, and all procedures complied with British
Fig. 3. Enhancement of detection rate to target with varying

contrasts and embedded in predictable sequences compared to

target alone sequences with and without TMS. Error bar represents

standard error of mean.
Please cite this article in press as: Roebuck H et al. Role of lateral and feedback

regularity � A TMS study. Neuroscience (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neu
trajectory detection by higher brain regions and from the

common orientation priming via lateral connections in

V1. To further separate feedback and lateral inputs in

detecting the target bar, we randomized the orientation

of the predictors in Experiment 2. As a result, the four

predictor bars were presented in a non-collinear

trajectory, but still in a temporally predictable sequence
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431

432

433

434

435

436

nd rand
Psychological Society ‘‘Code of Ethics and Conduct’’, and

with the World Medical Association Helsinki Declaration

as revised in October 2008.

Procedure. The experimental set-up, testing

procedure, TMS stimulation and participants’ tasks were

the same as those used in Experiment 1. The only

difference was the change of the predictor-target

stimulus structure, from predictable sequence to random

orientation sequence. In this random orientation

sequence (Fig. 5), the first three predictors with random

orientation (0–150� in steps of 30�) appeared

successively toward the fovea, followed by the last

predictor with horizontal orientation, and finally by the

horizontal target with a varying contrast.

Results. As in Experiment 1, we first identified the

optimal target contrast which had induced the maximum

detection enhancement in the TMS control condition for

individual participants, and then compared the TMS

disruption effect at this target contrast between different

TMS conditions (Fig. 6). Repeated measures ANOVA

demonstrated a significant main effect of TMS condition

(F(2,14) = 6.72, p< 0.01). Bonferroni post hoc tests

revealed that in comparison with the TMS control

condition (37.0%± 16.3), the target detection

Fig. 5. Demonstration of target alone a
enhancement was significantly suppressed by TMS

Please cite this article in press as: Roebuck H et al. Role of lateral and feedback

regularity � A TMS study. Neuroscience (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neu
administrated at 20 ms (20.7%± 12.2, p< 0.05).

Consistent with the hypothesized feedback input at this

time window, TMS had a similar disrupting type effect

as seen in Experiment 1. In Contrast, there was no

hypothesized input at 90 ms from lateral connections in

this experiment and consequently no significant

om sequence used in this experiment.

Fig. 6. Enhancement of detection rate to target embedded in random

sequences compared to target alone sequences with and without

TMS at maximum enhancement threshold. Error bar represents
standard error of mean.
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disruption was seen. That is, no difference was observed

between the control condition and TMS at 90 ms

(27.9%± 14.4, p= 0.37). There was a trend but no

significant difference between TMS at 20 and 90 ms

(p= 0.06).

DISCUSSION

Our previous studies have demonstrated that the human

visual system could exploit geometric spatiotemporal

regularities to facilitate target detection and

discrimination (Guo et al., 2004; Hall et al., 2010), and

these regularities could be computed at an early stage

of visual processing (Pollux and Guo, 2009; Pollux

et al., 2011; Hall et al., 2013), possibly starting at area

V1 (Guo et al., 2007). In this study, we employed TMS

to explore the relative contribution of lateral and

feedback connections in V1 neural computation of

collinear spatiotemporal regularity.

In comparison with the target alone sequence, our

participants’ low-contrast target detection performance

was significantly enhanced by the target embedded in

the collinear predictable sequence in the TMS control

condition. A single TMS pulse administrated at 20 or

90 ms after the onset of the last predictor prior to target

presentation, however, had the same degree of

deteriorative effect on the target detection performance

(Figs. 3 and 4). As the TMS at 90 ms could suppress

visual perception of the last predictor (Amassian et al.,

1989; Corthout et al., 1999; Sack et al., 2009; de Graaf

et al., 2011) and subsequently disrupt V1 lateral

connections which integrate spatially and temporally

separated individual predictors into a coherent dynamic

collinear contour, and the TMS at 20 ms could disrupt

feedback information from V5 about the trajectory of the

sequent predictor presentation (Pascual-Leone and

Walsh, 2001; Silvanto et al., 2005), it seems that both

lateral and feedback inputs have contributed to the

enhanced target detection in the predictable sequence.
This conclusion was further supported by our

observation in Experiment 2 when we randomized the

535

536

537

538

539

540

541

542

543

544

545

546
predictors’ orientation to minimize the involvement of V1

lateral connections (lateral connections predominately

connect neurons sharing similar response properties,

such as orientation selectivity; Lamme et al., 1998). The

result showed that TMS at 90 ms had negligible impact

on target detection in comparison with TMS control

conditions, whereas TMS at 20 ms significantly reduced

the participants’ sensitivity to perceive the low-contrast

targets (Fig. 6). This finding also confirms that

stimulation at 90 ms was interrupting lateral connections
in Experiment 1. Furthermore, as significant

enhancement (P21%) in the target detection was still

547

548

549

550

551

552
evident for TMS at 20 or 90 ms (Fig. 6), the non-

significant TMS effect at 90 ms in Experiment 2 is

therefore unlikely due to a ‘floor effect’ in which TMS at

90 ms cannot significantly interfere with the already
weaker lateral connections caused by the predictors

with randomized orientation. Taken together, our

553

554

555

556
findings not only confirm the capability of V1 neurons in

computing collinear spatiotemporal regularity (Guo
Please cite this article in press as: Roebuck H et al. Role of lateral and feedback

regularity � A TMS study. Neuroscience (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neu
et al., 2007), but also directly demonstrate the

involvement of both lateral and feedback inputs in such

neural computation.

From data shown in Figs. 3 and 4, it would be tempting

to conclude that lateral and feedback inputs in V1 had an

equal role in computing collinear spatiotemporal

regularity. The selective disruption observed in

Experiment 2 strengthens this interpretation further. This

idea, however, should be treated with caution. Although

a single TMS pulse in a critical time window could

abolish conscious perception of a visual stimulus, the

degree of this TMS-induced masking effect is dependent

upon many experimental variables, such as coil

parameters, TMS pulse timing, and complexity of visual

stimuli (e.g. Kammer, 2007; de Graaf et al., 2012).

Furthermore, to avoid eliciting an illusory phosphene

which would interfere with the target-detection task, the

TMS intensity in this project was set at 90% of the

minimum intensity required for phosphene induction. It

is plausible that feedback or lateral inputs to the

targeted V1 neurons would not be totally suppressed by

the TMS pulse delivered with this intensity at the 20- or

90-ms time window. It should also be noted that

feedback inputs could come from multiple cortical areas

which are sensitive to motion and are capable of making

a prediction about the location and timing of the target

onset (e.g. V5, V6, or even frontal and parietal cortex).

As these feedback signals might arrive at V1 at different

time windows, it is possible that TMS at 20 ms would

not suppress all these feedback inputs. Given this

inherent nature of TMS methodology, it is difficult to

precisely quantify the contribution of lateral and

feedback inputs for encoding spatiotemporal regularity

in V1 from the current study.

Furthermore, although TMS at around 90-ms post-

stimulus over V1 is commonly assumed to disrupt

feedforward processing (e.g. Pascual-Leone and Walsh,

2001; Silvanto et al., 2005), it is argued that the time

window of 80–130 ms after stimulus onset might already

reflect V1 neural activities driven by both feedforward

inputs and feedback signals from higher visual areas; as

recurrent processing could start only tens of

milliseconds after the initial feedforward projection (e.g.

Nowak and Bullier, 1997; Vanni et al., 2001; Kammer,

2007). The latency of feedback processing in V1 could

further depend on the nature and complexity of visual

stimuli (de Graaf et al., 2012). Given TMS at 90 ms had

a significant detrimental effect on the target detection in

experiment 1 but had negligible impact in experiment 2

– in which the predictors’ orientation was randomized to

minimize the involvement of V1 lateral connections – it

is likely that with our stimulus structure, TMS at 90 ms

heavily suppressed the feedforword processing of the

last predictor. However, the current design does not

allow us to determine to what degree the feedback

inputs at 90 ms contributed to the processing of the last

predictor.

Nevertheless, the fact that both lateral and feedback

connections are utilized in processing the predictable

dynamic stimulus sequence has shed light on the origin

of our perceptual sensitivity to natural geometric
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spatiotemporal regularities. The lateral or horizontal

connections interconnect V1 neurons with similar

orientation preferences across a large cortical distance,

and these connections are strongest when neurons’

CRFs are also co-axially aligned (Lamme et al., 1998).

As these connections have the ability to provide both

excitatory and inhibitory inputs to their postsynaptic

neurons, and thus modulate their discharges (McGuire

et al., 1991), the coherent orientation or contour signals

over a range of spatial positions can be pooled

effectively. It is plausible this inherent anatomical

cortical structure is shaped by the evolutionary pressure

to compute natural geometric regularities more efficiently.
cortical areas – such as V5, V6 or even frontal and

parietal cortex (Nobre et al., 2007; Watanabe, 2007;

Summerfield and Koechlin, 2008) – on the integration of

coherent but spatially and temporally separated visual

signals. In our experiments the top-down expectation of

the target presentation, derived from prior experience of

natural regularities, could be projected backward to area

V1. Consequently, the immediate sensory input would

be interpreted within the context of a prior expectation

(Bar, 2007). Previous studies have revealed that our

knowledge of natural statistics can be acquired through

perceptual learning (e.g. Schwarzkopf et al., 2009).

Even short-term training of contour integration and

detection based on familiar or unfamiliar natural

regularities could induce learning-dependent neural

changes in V1 which engages top-down facilitation

mechanisms (Gilbert and Li, 2013). It seems that in

comparison with lateral inputs which are probably from

evolutionary-driven hard-wired connections, feedback

predictive inputs are probably more subject to a

developmental or learning process. Future studies might

clarify this speculation by comparing TMS interference

between trained and untrained tasks of detecting novel

natural statistics.

CONCLUSION

Our findings not only confirmed the capability of V1

neurons in the computation of collinear spatiotemporal

regularity (Guo et al., 2007), but also directly

demonstrated the contribution of feedback and lateral

connections in such neural computation. These findings

further the understanding of how our visual system

exploits spatiotemporal regularity to facilitate the

efficiency of visual perception.
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